At the end of 12 months, the consultants studied a random series of 200
examinations taken from the files of the
two hospitals, all being work done during the last six months without direct
supervision . Fewer than one per cent of
the examinations did not provide the
diagnostic information required . All the
other radiographs (a total of 302 exposures in this random survey) provided
, the diagnosis without difficulty.
There were, inevitably, some minor
errors; not all the radiographs were
perfect. Most of the errors came from
problems with processing the X-ray
films, from scratches on the fi lms, or
because some curious individual (not a
member of the staff of the X-ray department) had gone into the darkroom and
opened the box of film to see what was
inside! This fogged some of the films

and spoiled the results . Most of the
small errors which occurred might be
found in any X-ray department anywhere. and all can be corrected as the
operators become more experienced
and have the help of trained radiographers on a regular basis .
lt is very important to know that. after
six months without real supervision. the
operators, who are not qualified radiographers, still maintain the high standards which they had learned and
are still producing the answers which
the doctors require . The two hospitals
between them have examined over
2,700 patients during the year, all of
whom would have had to be referred
to other more distant hospitals or
treated without benefit of X-ray examination .
lt is almost impossible to assess the

saving in terms of travel , but it is easy to
realise the benefits in terms of patient
care (including saving patients from
pain and discomfort when they are
moved over rough roads), the advantage of being treated in a hospital near
home rather than in some larger more
distant hospital. and the better followup that can be provided . Equally difficult
to estimate, but also of great importance, is the satisfaction felt by the
doctors in their ability to provide really
good patient care in their own hospital.
and to see the benefits themselves
without having to send patients somewhere else.
After this 12-month trial , the WHO
consultants concluded, there can be no
doubt of the suitability of the wHo-BRS
units for the small hospitals for which
they were designed .
•

X-ray Manual: Picture-Perfect Success
WHO's new guide to X-ray images for
GPs (see World Health, November
1985) is catching on in a bigger way
than expected. Apart from aboveaverage sales (the first 10,000 copies
sold out iri a matter of months), the
book is attracting special mention in
leading professional journals throughout the world. The surprise: for once,
material developed to improve health
care in the Third World is being hailed
as a step forward for medicine in
affluent societies as well.
Which is not to say that the book
has missed its market. One developing country is now negotiating purchase of no less than 15,000 copies
-a bold effort to get the manual into
the hands of every doctor in the
country. At the same time, the book
is sufficiently complete and authoritative ("superbly" so, to quote the
British Journal of Radiology) to warrant its use by doctors and students
in any part of the world.
The book, entitled Manual of
Radiographic Interpretation for General Practitioners (price Sw.fr.23 or US
$11.50, in English, French or Spanish),
is part of the three-pronged wHo Basic
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Radiological System (BRS), made up
of a specially designed X-ray machine,
a set of three manuals, and a shortened training course for operators.
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The other two manuals (Manual of
Radiographic Technique and Manual
of Darkroom Technique) can be used

to train operators to produce perfect
radiographs in a matter of weeks .
Both are also in great demand.
Like the manuals, the wHo X-ray ·
machine seems destined for a good
career in developed as well as developing countries. Designed to be
tough enough for the tropics, yet easy
to use and repair, the machine also
boasts the winning combination of
high quality and low price. As the
British Medical Journal noted, "the
design is foolproof, simple to operate,
and able to provide consistently high ·
quality radiographs." At the last
count, the machine had been purchased by cost-conscious hospitals in
Great Britain, the Scandinavian countries, and Holland as well as in scores
of developing countries.
Such success is certainly a measure of the extent to which the WHO
BRS meets the need for prompt,
economical, and accurate radiological
services. lt's a universal need-and a
universally acclaimed solution from
WHO .

•

For further information on the manuals, write to :
Distribution and Sales. WHO. 1211 Geneva 27,
Switzerland.
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